RULE XV

SANCTIONS

Rule 15. Sanctions. Any school/ review center found guilty of violating the provisions of Executive Order No. 566 and this set of rules as well as other pertinent rules and regulations shall be subject to the appropriate administrative and legal proceedings including the imposition of sanctions to include, but not limited to, the withdrawal or revocation of government recognition; phase-out or program termination in case of a school; recommendation for the withdrawal of accreditation given by private entities, or the revocation, cancellation or closure of the review center.

In addition, the appropriate civil and/or criminal actions shall be instituted against the entity and/or the officials of the review centers pursuant to applicable laws, rules and regulations.

The CHED shall enlist the assistance of the NBI, OSG, DOJ, PNP and other law enforcement bodies to effectively enforce these rules and regulations.

RULE XVI

SIMILAR ENTITIES

Rule 17. Similar Entities. The CHED shall require all entities operating like review centers but not for licensure examinations to register with the CHED and to submit documentation/information relative to their operation for purposes of inventory, data basing and classification.

Nothing in these rules shall preclude the CHED from issuing more specific rules and regulations governing such similar entities in the appropriate time in the future.

As a minimum, the similar entities shall submit to the CHED through the concerned regional office within 30 days from the publication of the CMO and the attached Rules in the Official Gazette or in a newspaper of general circulation, the following information:

- Profile of /Administrators
- Registration Papers (SEC, DTI), if any
- Address/Venue